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Free Probability for Pairs of Faces I
Dan-Virgil Voiculescu
Abstract. We consider a notion of bi-freeness for systems of non-
commutative random variables with two faces, one of left variables
and another of right variables. This includes bi-free convolution
operations, bi-free cumulants and the bi-free central limit.
0. Introduction
On a free product of Hilbert spaces with specified unit vector there
are two actions of the operators of the initial spaces, corresponding to
a left and to a right tensorial factorization respectively ([12], [16]). In
usual free probability this gives a choice between left and right when
modeling free random variables on free products of spaces. From here
it is then natural to imagine the situation when algebras of left op-
erators and algebras of right operators on the free product space are
considered at the same time. We will show that there is a “two-faced”
extension of free probability to deal with the expectation values for
such combined systems of operators and begin developing in this paper
and its successors the basics of the theory. Like with usual free proba-
bility we have found it convenient in the development of basic concepts
to move between a purely algebraic framework and a C∗-algebra func-
tional analysis framework.
We show in what follows that there is a notion of “bi-free inde-
pendence” (or “bi-freeness”) for two-faced systems which has the right
properties for the development of probability theory concepts based
on it. Restricted to systems which have only left (or only right) non-
constant variables, bi-freeness reduces to freeness, however when there
are both left and right variables, bi-freeness implies for instance that
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certain groups of variables at the level of their distributions exhibit
commutative (“tensor product”) independence. Bi-freeness may be re-
lated to a number of recent non-commutative independencies ([2], [1],
[5], [6], [7], [11]). An exploration of possible connections would be of
much interest.
Addition and multiplication of bi-free two-faced families of non-
commutative random variables give rise to additive and multiplicative
bi-free convolution operations for the distributions. We prove, based
on general Lie theory considerations, the existence of bi-free cumulants
which linearize the additive bi-free convolution. Like in our earliest
paper on free probability [12], these general nonsense results are suf-
ficient in order to prove a central limit theorem. We are also able to
identify the bi-free central limit distributions, that is the bi-free ana-
logue of Gaussian distributions. They arise from left and right creation
and annihilation operators on the full Fock space. (For other recent
central limit work related to free probability see [3], [4].)
This paper has eight sections including this introduction. Section 1
is devoted to preliminaries on the free product of vector-spaces with
specified state vector, which is an essential technical ingredient for the
rest of the paper. In Section 2 we introduce two-faced probabilistic
notions and show that bi-freeness has the right properties for a notion
of independence in this framework. These considerations are purely
algebraic.
Then, in the short Section 3 we discuss additional features when
we deal with two-faced C∗-algebraic systems and bi-freeness.
Section 4 introduces bi-free convolution operations, the operations
on distributions arising from operations on bi-free two-faced families of
non-commutative random variables.
Bi-free cumulants are the subject of Section 5, the main result being
an abstract existence theorem.
A few basic examples of bi-freeness are discussed in Section 6.
Using bi-free cumulants and the left and right creation and annihi-
lation operators example we find in Section 7 the central limit distri-
butions and prove an algebraic central limit theorem. We consider a
general case as well as the hermitian and the ∗-distributions case.
If B is an algebra over C, we sketch a definition of bi-freeness over
B in Section 8, together with a definition of an assorted B′ − B non-
commutative probability space, to replace the usual non-commutative
probability space over B ([17]).
Finally, our choice to call the sets of “left variables” and “right vari-
ables” a “pair of faces”, was inspired by the two faces of the mythical
Janus, though it is open whether there are mathematical examples,
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where one set of variables is looking into the future, while the other is
looking into the past, like the two faces of Janus. We were also moti-
vated to avoid calling the systems “bipartite”, since “bipartite” will be
reserved for the particular class of systems where the sets of left and
right variables commute with each other.
1. Preliminaries on Free Products of Vector Spaces
1.1. We collect here the basics about left and right operators on a
free product of Hilbert spaces and we also give similar purely algebraic
concepts, which we will use later.
1.2. Let (Hi, ξi)i∈I be a family of Hilbert spaces with specified unit
vectors. The Hilbert space free product (H, ξ) = ∗
i∈I
(Hi, ξi) is given by
H = Cξ ⊕
⊕
n≥1
( ⊕
i1 6=i2 6=···6=in
◦
Hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Hin
)
where
◦
Hi = Hi ⊖ Cξi. Here the tensor products and direct sums are
hilbertian and involve completions and orthogonality and ξ is given
norm 1.
1.3. If i ∈ I we define
H(l, i) = Cξ ⊕
⊕
n≥1

 ⊕
i1 6=···6=in
ii 6=i
◦
Hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Hin


and
H(r, i) = Cξ ⊕
⊕
n≥1

 ⊕
in 6=···6=in
in 6=i
◦
Hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Hin

 .
There are natural identifications given by unitary operators Vi :
Hi ⊗ H(l, i) → H and Wi : H(r, i) ⊗ Hi → H. In the case of Vi the
identifications are the obvious ones for
ξi ⊗ ξ → ξ
◦
Hi ⊗ ξ →
◦
Hi
ξi ⊗ (
◦
Hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Hin)→
◦
Hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Hin
◦
Hi ⊗ (
◦
Hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Hin)→
◦
Hi ⊗
◦
Hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Hin .
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Similarly for the Wi the list of identifications is
ξ ⊗ ξi → ξ
ξ ⊗
◦
Hi →
◦
Hi
(
◦
Hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Hin)⊗ ξi →
◦
Hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Hin
(
◦
Hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Hin)⊗
◦
Hi →
◦
Hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Hin ⊗
◦
Hi.
1.4. If T ∈ B(Hi) we define the left and right operators
λi(T ) = Vi(T ⊗ IH(r,i))V
−1
i
ρi(T ) = Wi(IH(r,i) ⊗ T )W
−1
i .
Both λi and ρi are representations of B(Hi) on B(H).
1.5. If T1 ∈ Hi and T2 ∈ Hi′ we have the commutation relation
[λi(T1), ρi′(T2)] =
{
0 if i 6= i′
[T1, T2]⊕OH⊖Hi if i = i
′
where Hi is identified with
Vi(Hi ⊗ ξ) = Wi(ξ ⊗Hi) = Cξ ⊕
◦
Hi.
If i 6= i′ this follows from an identification of λi(T1), ρi′(T2), H with
T1 ⊗ I ⊗ I, I ⊗ I ⊗ T2 and
Hi ⊗H(lr, i, i
′)⊗Hi′
where
H(lr, i, i′) = Cξ ⊕
⊕
n≥1

 ⊕
i1 6=i,in 6=i′
i1 6=···6=in
◦
Hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Hin

 .
In case i = i′ one identifies H with
Hi ⊕ (Hi ⊗
◦
H(lr, i)⊗Hi)
where
◦
H(lr, i) =
⊕
n≥1

 ⊕
i1 6=···6=in
i1 6=i6=in
◦
Hi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Hin


and λi(T1), ρi(T2) with T1 ⊕ (T1 ⊗ I ⊗ I) and T2 ⊕ (I ⊗ I ⊗ T2).
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1.6. There is also a purely algebraic analogue of the free product con-
struction. For this the Hilbert space with specified unit vector (H, ξ) is
replaced by a vector space with specified state-vector, which is a triple
(X ,
◦
X , ξ), where X is a vector space,
◦
X ⊂ X is a subspace of codi-
mension 1 and 0 6= ξ ∈ X is a vector so that Cξ +
◦
X = X . We will
often write X = Cξ⊕
◦
X , identifying X with the direct sum. There are
two other descriptions of a vector space with specified state-vector: as
(X , p, ξ) and (X , ψ, ξ). In the first, p : X → X is the idempotent so that
p(ξ) = ξ and ker p =
◦
X . In the second, ψ is the functional ψ : X → C
so that ψ(ξ) = 1 and kerψ =
◦
X . Clearly, we have p(x) = ψ(x)ξ. We
shall refer to both descriptions also as a vector space with state-vector.
Sometimes the vector ψ in (X , p, ξ) will play the role of a coordinate
and its choice in p(X ) will only be to facilitate computations, while the
essential data is the pair (X , p) where p : X → X is an idempotent
of rank 1. We shall refer to (X , p) as a vector space with specified
vector-state.
1.7. Given a vector space X , we shall denote by L(X ) the algebra
of linear operators on X . In the case of a vector space with specified
vector-state, (X , p), there is a linear functional ϕ : L(X ) → C so that
ϕ(T )p = pTp. Since ϕ(1) = 1 the pair (L(X ), ϕ) is a non-commutative
probability space. If the specification is necessary, we will use the
notation ϕp.
1.8. Given a family (Xi,
◦
X i, ψi), i ∈ I, the free product
(X ,
◦
X , ξ) = ∗
i∈I
(Xi,
◦
X i, ξi)
is defined by the formulae
X =
◦
X ⊕ Cξ,
◦
X =
⊕
n≥1
( ⊕
i1 6=···6=in
◦
X i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
X in
)
.
Note that in these formulae which look like the hilbertian ones, the ⊕
and ⊗ are purely algebraic and do not involve completions like in the
case of Hilbert spaces.
Since clearly the vector space with specified vector-state (X , p) is
determined by the (Xi, pi) we will write
(X , p) = ∗
i∈I
(Xi, pi).
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1.9. The same kind of formulae used in the case of Hilbert spaces
also give in the purely algebraic context of a family (Xi,
◦
X i, ξi), i ∈ I,
definitions of X (l, i), X (r, i), Vi, Wi and λi : L(Xi) → L(X ), ρi :
L(Xi)→ L(X ) where
(X ,
◦
X , ξ) = ∗
i∈I
(Xi,
◦
X i, ξi).
If T ∈ L(Xi) and xj ∈
◦
X ij , ij 6= ij+1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and if we put
λi(T )x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn = η,
then, if i 6= i1 we have
η = (ϕpi(T )x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn)⊕ ((Tξi − ϕpi(T )ξi)⊗ x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn)
and if i = i1, we have
η = ((Tx1 − pi(Tx1))⊗ x2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn)⊕ ψi(Tx1)x2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn.
We also have
λi(T )ξ = ϕpi(T )ξ ⊕ (Tξi − pi(Tξi))
where the second component is in
◦
X i.
Similarly, if we put
ρi(T )x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn = η
then, if i 6= in we have
η = (ϕpi(T )x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn)⊕ (x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn ⊗ (Tξi − (pi(Tξ)))
and if i = in
η = (x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn−1 ⊗ (Txn − pi(Txn)))⊕ (ψi(Txn)x1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn−1).
Also λi(T )ξ = ρi(T )ξ.
The commutation formula for [λi(T1), ρi′(T2)] is the obvious ana-
logue of the one in the Hilbert space case in 1.5.
1.10. Morphisms between vector spaces with specified state-vector
(X ,
◦
X , ξ) and (X ′,
◦
X ′, ξ′) are linear maps S : X → X ′, so that Sξ = ξ′
and S(
◦
X ) ⊂
◦
X ′. Clearly all relevant information about S is in
◦
S :
◦
X →
◦
X ′ defined as
◦
S = ◦
X ′
|S| ◦
X
.
Given (Xi,
◦
X i, ξi), (X
′
i ,
◦
X ′i, ξ
′
i) and morphisms Si, i ∈ I there is a
free product morphism S = ∗
i∈I
Si from ∗
i∈I
(Xi,
◦
X i, ξi) to ∗
i∈I
(X ′i ,
◦
X ′i, ξ
′
i)
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where Sξ = ξ′ and
S| ◦
X i1⊗···⊗
◦
X in
=
◦
Si1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
Sin
where i1 6= i2 6= · · · 6= in.
When studying intertwining properties of S = ∗
i∈I
Si it will be nec-
essary to distinguish between the Vi and Wi associated with the Xi and
X ′i , which will be achieved by abusing notations and writing V
′
i , W
′
i for
the maps associated with the X ′i . In the same vein we may add primes
and write p′, λ′i, ρ
′
i, etc.
1.11. Lemma. Let S be a morphism from (X ,
◦
X , ξ) to (X ′,
◦
X
′
, ξ′)
and T ∈ L(X ), T ′ ∈ L(X ′) such that T ′S = ST . Then we have
ϕ(T ) = ϕ′(T ′).
Proof. Indeed, since Sp = p′S 6= 0 we have
ϕ′(T ′)p′S = p′T ′p′S = SpTp = ϕ(T )Sp = ϕ(T )p′S
which implies ϕ(T ) = ϕ′(T ′). 
1.12. Lemma. Let Si be morphisms from (Xi,
◦
X i, ξi) to (X
′
i ,
◦
X ′i, ξ
′
i)
and S = ∗
i∈I
Si. Then we have Sξ = ξ
′ and SX (l, i) ⊂ X ′(l, i),
SX (r, i) ⊂ X ′(r, i). Moreover we have
SVi = V
′
i (Si ⊗ S(l, i)) and
SWi = W
′
i (S(r, i)⊗ Si)
where S(l, i) = X ′(l,i)|S|X (l,i) and S(n, i) = X ′(r,i)|S|X (r,i).
The proof follows immediately from the formulae defining Vi, Wi,
V ′i , W
′
i and the fact that Siξi = ξ
′
i, Si
◦
X i ⊂
◦
X ′i and is left to the reader.
1.13. Lemma. Let Si be morphisms from (Xi,
◦
X i, ξi) to (X
′
i ,
◦
X ′i, ξ
′
i)
and S = ∗
i∈I
Si. Then if Ti ∈ L(Xi), T
′
i ∈ L(X
′
i ) are such that T
′
iSi =
SiTi we have
λ′i(T
′
i )S = Sλi(Ti) and
ρ′i(T
′
i )S = Sρi(Ti).
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Proof. This is a consequence of the preceding lemma. Indeed, we have
Sλi(Ti) = SVi(Ti ⊗ IX (l,i))V
−1
i
= V ′i (Si ⊗ S(l, i))(Ti ⊗ IX (l,i))V
−1
i
= V ′i (T
′
i ⊗ IX ′(l,i))(Si ⊗ S(l, i))V
−1
i
= V ′i (T
′
i ⊗ IX ′(l,i))V
′−1
i S
= λ′i(T
′
i )S
and a similar computation proves the intertwining of ρi(Ti) and ρ
′
i(T
′
i ).

1.13. Remark. We record here some properties of the free prod-
uct of vector spaces which the reader will find useful in the discus-
sion of bi-freeness in §2. Let ((Xk,
◦
X k, ξk))k∈K be a family of vector
spaces with specified state-vector and let
∐
i∈I
Ki = K be a partition
of the index set. Let ((Yi,
◦
Y i, ηi))i∈I be the family of free products
(Yi,
◦
Y i, ηi) = ∗
k∈Ki
(Xk,
◦
X k, ξk). Then there are natural identifications
σ : ∗
i∈I
(Yi,
◦
Y i, ηi)→ ∗
k∈K
(Xk,
◦
X k, ξk),
Vki : Xk ⊗Yi(l, k)⊗ Y(l, i)→ X
Wik : Y(r, i)⊗Yi(r, k)⊗ Xk → X
if k ∈ Ki (note that X = Y here). Moreover we have that
σλi(λk(T )) = λk(T )σ
σρi(ρk(T )) = ρk(T )σ
where T ∈ L(Xk), k ∈ Ki and the λk, ρk in the left-hand sides are
operators on Yi, while the λk, ρk in the right-hand sides are operators
on X .
2. Bi-freeness for Pairs of Faces
2.1. Definition. A pair of faces (or face-pair) in a non-commutative
probability space (A, ϕ) is an ordered pair ((B, β), (C, γ)) where B, C are
unital algebras and β : B → A, γ : C → A are unital homomorphisms.
We shall refer to (B, β) and to (C, γ) as the left face and respectively as
the right face in the pair of faces. If 1 ∈ B and 1 ∈ C are subalgebras in
A and β, γ are the inclusion homomorphisms, the pair ((B, β), (C, γ))
will also be denoted (B, C) and B, C will be called the right and left
faces.
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2.2. Definition. A two-faced family of non-commutative random
variables in a non-commutative probability space (A, ϕ) is an ordered
pair ((bi)i∈I , (cj)j∈J) of families of non-commutative random variables
in (A, ϕ) (i.e., the bi and cj are elements of A). The associated pair of
faces is ((C〈Xi | i ∈ I〉, β), (C〈Yj | j ∈ J〉, γ)) where β, γ are the unital
homomorphisms so that β(Xi) = bi, γ(Yj) = cj , i ∈ I, j ∈ J . We shall
refer to (bi)i∈I as the family of left variables and (cj)j∈J as the family
of right variables in the two-faced family.
2.3. We pass to the definitions for distributions and we shall use free
products of unital algebras, which will always be meant to be with amal-
gamation over C1. The free product of family (Ai)i∈I of unital algebras
will be denoted by ∗
i∈I
Ai.
2.4. Definition. If (((Bk, βk), (Ck, γk)))k∈K = π is a family of pairs of
faces in (A, ϕ), then is joint distribution is the functional µπ : ∗
k∈K
(Bk ∗
Ck) → C defined by µπ = ϕ ◦ α, where α : ∗
k∈K
(Bk ∗ Ck) → A is the
homomorphism such that α|Bk = βk, α|Ck = γk. The distribution of
a pair of faces is defined as the distribution of the singleton family of
pairs it represents.
2.5. Definition. If ((bi)i∈I , (cj)j∈J) = (bˆ, cˆ) is a two-faced family of
non-commutative random variables in (A, ϕ), the its distribution µbˆ,cˆ
is the functional
µbˆ,cˆ : C〈Xi, Yj | i ∈ I, j ∈ J〉 → C,
defined as µbˆ,cˆ = ϕ ◦ α, where α : C〈Xi, Yj | i ∈ I, j ∈ J〉 → A is the
homomorphism so that α(Xi) = bi, α(Yj) = cj.
2.6. Definition. A family π = (((Bk, βk), (Ck, γk)))k∈K of pairs of
faces in (A, ϕ) is bi-freely independent (abbreviated bi-free) if there is
a family of vector spaces with specified state vector ((Xk,
◦
X k, ξk))k∈K
and unital homomorphisms lk : Bk → L(Xk), rk : Ck → L(Xk), such
that if π˜ = (((Bk, λk ◦ lk), (Ck, ρk ◦ rk)))k∈K is the family of faces of
(L(X ), p) where (X ,
◦
X , ξ) = ∗
k∈K
(Xk,
◦
X k, ξk), we have the equality of
distributions µπ = µπ˜. The family π is strictly bi-free if it is bi-free and
k 6= k′ ⇒ [βk(Bk), γk′, (Ck′)] = 0.
2.7. We will need to show that in a certain sense the preceding defini-
tion does not depend on a particular choice of lk, rk and (Xk,
◦
X k, ξk).
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We shall use 1.11, 1.12, 1.13 in dealing with this matter. We begin
with the following lemma.
2.8. Lemma. Let Bk, Ck be unital algebras and let lk : Bk → L(Xk),
rk : Ck → L(Xk), l
′
k : Bk → L(X
′
k), r
′
k : C → L(X
′
k) be unital homomor-
phisms, where (Xk,
◦
X k, ξk), (X
′
k,
◦
X ′k, ξ
′
k) are vector spaces with speci-
fied state-vectors and assume there are morphisms Sk : (Xk,
◦
X k, ξk) →
(X ′k,
◦
X ′k, ξ
′
k) so that Sk intertwines the representations lk and l
′
k of
Bk and also the representations rk, r
′
k of Ck. Then, if (X ,
◦
X , ξ) =
∗
k∈K
(Xk,
◦
X k, ξk), (X
′,
◦
X ′, ξ′) = ∗
k∈K
(X ′k,
◦
X ′k, ξ
′
k), S = ∗
k∈K
Sk and α :
∗
k∈K
(Bk ∗ Ck) → L(X ), α
′ : ∗
k∈K
(Bk ∗ Ck) → L(X
′) are the homo-
morphisms so that α|Bk = λk ◦ lk, α|Ck = ρk ◦ rk, α
′|Bk = λ
′
k ◦ l
′
k,
α′|Ck = ρ
′
k ◦ r
′
k it follows that S intertwines α and α
′. Moreover, we
also have ϕp ◦α = ϕp′ ◦α
′ where ϕp, ϕp′, are the expectation functionals
on L(X ) and L(X ′).
Proof. If b ∈ Bk then Sklk(b) = l
′
k(b)Sk, by the intertwining assump-
tion and it follows from Lemma 1.13 that Sλk(lk(b)) = λ
′
k(l
′
k(b))S.
Similarly we show that Sρk(rk(c)) = ρ
′
k(r
′
k(c))S if c ∈ Ck. This means
that Sα(x) = α′(x)S when x runs over the sets Bk, Ck, k ∈ K, which
generate ∗
k∈K
(Bk ∗ Ck) and hence S intertwines the representations α
and α′ of ∗
k∈K
(Bk ∗ Ck) on X and X
′. Since S : (X ,
◦
X , ξ)→ (X ′,
◦
X ′, ξ′)
is a morphism the fact that ϕp ◦ α = ϕp′ ◦ α
′ is then a consequence of
Lemma 1.11. 
2.9. Proposition. Let π = ((πk))k∈K = (((Bk, βk), (Ck, γk)))k∈K be a
family of pairs of faces in (A, ϕ) and for each k ∈ K let (X ′k,
◦
X ′k, ξ
′
k) be
a vector space with specified state-vector and let l′k : Bk → L(X
′
k),
r′k : Ck → L(X
′
k) be unital homomorphisms which define a pair of
faces π′k : ((Bk, l
′
k), (Ck, r
′
k) in (L(X
′
k), ϕp′k) so that we have the equal-
ities of distributions µπk = µπ′k, k ∈ K. Let further (X
′,
◦
X ′, ξ′) =
∗
k∈K
(X ′k,
◦
X ′k, ξ
′
k) and let π˜
′ = (π˜′k)k∈K = (((Bk, λ
′
k ◦ l
′
k), (Ck, ρ
′
k ◦ r
′
k)))k∈K
be the family of pairs of faces in (L(X ′), ϕp′). Then π is bi-free iff
µπ = µπ˜.
Proof. That π is bi-free if µπ = µπ˜, is precisely the definition of
bi-freeness. The converse amounts to the fact that if (X ′′k ,
◦
X ′′k, ξ
′′
k),
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l′′k : Bk → L(X
′′
k ), r
′′
k : Ck → L(X
′′
k ) are so that π
′′
k = ((Bk, l
′′
k), (Ck, r
′′
k))
in (L(X ′′k ), ϕp′′k) satisfies µπ′′k = µπ′k for each k ∈ K, then we must have
µπ˜′ = µµ˜′′ where π˜
′′ = (π˜′′k)k∈K = (((Bk, λ
′′
k ◦ l
′′
l ), (Ck, ρ
′′
k ◦ r
′′
k)))k∈K in
(L(X ′′), ϕp′′) and (X
′′,
◦
X ′′, ξ′′) = ∗
k∈K
(X ′′k ,
◦
X ′′k, ξ
′′
k). Lemma 2.8 provides
an affirmative answer if there are morphisms
Sk : (X
′
k,
◦
X ′k, ξ
′
k)→ (X
′′
k ,
◦
X ′′k, ξ
′′
k)
so that Sk intertwines l
′
k and l
′′
k and also intertwines r
′
k and r
′′
k for each
k ∈ K. Of course, we cannot expect to have intertwining morphisms
for every pair ((X ′k,
◦
X ′k, ξ
′
k))k∈K , ((X
′′
k ,
◦
X ′′k, ξ
′′)k∈K however for the de-
sired conclusion it suffices to have some “universal” ((Xk,
◦
X k, ξk))k∈K
and lk, rk, k ∈ K for which there are intertwining morphisms Sk to all
(X ′k,
◦
X ′k, ξ
′
k). Indeed we can take Xk = Bk ∗ Ck,
◦
X k = kerµπk , ξk = 1
and define lk, rk by the left actions of Bk and respectively Ck on Bk ∗Ck.
We then define Sk by Sk(x) = α
′
k(x)ξ
′
k where α
′
k : Bk ∗ Ck → L(X
′
k) is
the unital homomorphism so that α′k|Bk = l
′
k, α
′
k|Ck = r
′
k. If x ∈
◦
X k =
kerµπk = ker µπ′k we have 0 = µπ′k(x)p
′
k = ϕp′k(α
′
k(x))p
′
k = p
′
kα
′
k(x)p
′
k
and hence 0 = p′kα
′
k(x)ξ
′
k, that is Sk
◦
X k ⊂
◦
X ′k. It is also obvious that
Sk1 = ξ
′
k and Sk intertwines lk, l
′
k and also rk, r
′
k. 
2.10. Corollary. a) If πk = ((Bk, βk), (Ck, γk)) are pairs of faces
in (A, ϕ) for all k ∈ K, and the family (πk)k∈K = π is bi-free, then
its distribution µπ is completely determined by the distributions µπk ,
k ∈ K.
b) Let (Bk, Ck) be pairs of unital algebras, k ∈ K and µk : Bk ∗Ck →
C linear functionals so that µk(1) = 1. Then there exists a unique
linear map µ : ∗
k∈K
(Bk ∗ Ck) → C, µ(1) = 1 so that the family of pairs
of faces ((Bk, Ck))k∈K is bi-free in ( ∗
k∈K
(Bk ∗ Ck), µ) and µ|Bk∗Ck = µk
for all k ∈ K.
2.11. If A is unital algebra its algebraic state space Σ(A) is the convex
subset of the dual of A, consisting of linear maps ϕ : A → C so that
ϕ(1) = 1. The space of distributions for families of pairs of faces
arising from a family of pairs of unital algebras ((Bk, Ck))k∈K is the
set Σ((Bk, Ck) | k ∈ K) = Σ( ∗
k∈K
(Bk ∗ Ck)). For every family µk ∈
Σ(Bk, Ck), k ∈ K there is a unique bi-free product distribution µ =
∗∗
k∈K
µk ∈ Σ((Bk, Ck) | k ∈ K) so that µ|Bk∗Ck = µk, k ∈ K and the
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family ((Bk, Ck))k∈K is bi-free in ( ∗
k∈K
(Bk ∗ Ck), µ) as a consequence of
Corollary 2.10b).
2.12. The family (((Bk, βk), (Ck, γk)))k∈K is bi-free in
(A, ϕ) iff ((βk(Bk), γk(Ck)))k∈K is bi-free in (A, ϕ). The “if” is obvious,
while the “only if” uses Proposition 2.9. Indeed, by Proposition 2.9
we can choose the vector spaces with specified state-vector for the bi-
freeness of (((Bk, βk), (Ck, γk)))k∈K to be Xk = βk(Bk) ∗ γk(Ck), ξk = 1
and
◦
X k = ker µk, where µk is the distribution of (βk(Bk), γk(Ck)) in
(A, ϕ) The actions of Bk and Ck on Xk factor through the left ac-
tions of βk(Bk) and γk(Ck). Further, the homomorphisms Bk ∗ Ck →
βk(Bk) ∗ γk(Ck) then provide suitable morphisms with the intertwining
properties of the actions. We leave the details as an exercise for the
reader.
2.13. Proposition. Let π = ((Bk, βk), (Ck, γk))k∈K be a family of
pairs of faces in (A, ϕ), let K =
∐
i∈I
Ki, Di = ∗
k∈Ki
Bk, Ei = ∗
k∈Ki
Ck and
let δi : Di → A, ǫi : Ei → A be the unital homomorphisms such that
δi|Bk = βk, ǫi|Ck = γk if k ∈ Ki. If π is bi-free, then ((Di, δi), (Ei, ǫi))i∈I
is bi-free.
The proof is derived from Remark 1.13 and will be omitted.
2.14. Proposition. Let K =
∐
i∈I
Ki and let 1 ∈ Bk, 1 ∈ Ck, 1 ∈ Di,
1 ∈ Ei be subalgebras in (A, ϕ) so that Bk ∈ Di, Ck ∈ Ei if k ∈ Ki.
Assume for each i ∈ I that ((Bk, Ck))k∈Ki is bi-free in (Di∨Ei, ϕ | Di∨Ei)
and that ((Di, Ei))i∈I is bi-free in (A, ϕ). Then ((Bk, Ck))k∈K is bi-free
in (A, ϕ).
The proof of this proposition is also derived from Remark 1.13 and
will be omitted.
2.15. Proposition. Let 1 ∈ Bk, 1 ∈ Ck, k ∈ K be subalgebras in
(A, ϕ).
a) Assume ((Bk, Ck))k∈K is bi-free in (A, ϕ). Then (Bk)k∈K is free
in (A, ϕ). Similarly also (Ck)k∈K is free in (A, ϕ).
b) Assume (Bk)k∈K is free in (A, ϕ) and assume also (Ck)k∈K is free
in (A, ϕ). Then the families ((Bk,C1))k∈K and ((C1, Ck))k∈K are both
bi-free in (A, ϕ).
The proof is an easy free probability exercise and will be omitted.
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2.16. Proposition. a) If ((Bk, Ck))k∈K is bi-free in (A, ϕ) and if L ⊂
K then the subalgebras
∨
k∈L
Bk and
∨
k∈K\L
Ck are classically independent
in (A, ϕ).
b) If 1 ∈ B, 1 ∈ C are classically independent subalgebras in (A, ϕ)
then ((B,C1), (C1, C)) is bi-free in (A, ϕ).
Proof. a) In view of 2.12 and of Proposition 2.13 the family consisting
of the two pairs of faces
( ∨
k∈K
Bk,
∨
k∈K
Ck
)
,
( ∨
k∈K\L
Bk,
∨
k∈K\L
Ck
)
is bi-
free in (A, ϕ) and the proof reduces to the case when K = {1, 2} and
L = {1}. The assertion follows then from the following remark. Let
(X ,
◦
X , ξ) = ∗
k∈{1,2}
(Xk,
◦
X k, ξk) and Tk ∈ L(Xk),
◦
T k = Tk − ϕpk(Tk)I,
tk = ϕpk(Tk),
◦
xk =
◦
T kξk ∈
◦
X k. We have
λ1(T1)ρ2(T2)ξ = λ1(T1)(
◦
x2 + t2ξ)
=
◦
x1 ⊗
◦
x2 + t2
◦
x1 + t1
◦
x2 + t1t2ξ
so that ϕp(λ1(T1)ρ2(T2)) = t1t2 = ϕp1(T1)ϕp2(T2) = ϕp(λ1(T1))ϕp(ρ2(T2)).
b) This also essentially follows from the computation in the proof of
a) showing that λ1(T1), ρ2(T2) are classically independent in (L(X ), ϕp).

2.17. Remark. The notion of bi-freeness for families of two-faced fam-
ilies of non-commutative random variables amounts to the bi-freeness
of the family of associated pairs of faces (Definition 2.2). By passing
to the associated pairs of faces the results of this section translate into
results for two-faced families of non-commutative random variables.
In this setting it is also useful to describe distributions in terms of
two-faced moments. For a distribution µbˆ,cˆ (see Definition 2.5) these
are the numbers µbˆ,cˆ(M), whee M runs through the non-commutative
monomials in C〈Xi, Yj | i ∈ I, j ∈ J〉.
We shall conclude the section, pointing out that like freeness, also
bi-freeness amounts to algebraic relations among expectation values.
2.18. Proposition. Given sets I, J, T for each n ∈ N and pair of
(α, t) : {1, . . . , n} → K×T , where K = I
∐
J there is m ∈ N maps αr :
{1, . . . , n(r)} → K, t(r) ∈ T , 1 ≤ r ≤ m and a universal polynomial
Pα,t(X1, . . . , Xm) (m,n(r), αr, t(r) depend on (α, t)) so that:
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a family of two-faced families zt = ((zt,i)i∈I , (zt,j)j∈J), t ∈ T in
(A, ϕ) is bi-free
iff
for each (α, t) as above we have
ϕ(zt(1),α(1) . . . zt(n),α(n)) = Pα,t(ϕ(zt(r),αr(1) . . . zt(r),αr(nr))(1 ≤ r ≤ m).
Proof. If (zt)t∈T is bi-free, there is a realization as left and right vari-
ables on a free product of vector spaces. Applying recurrently 1.9 to the
computation of zt(1),α(1) . . . zt(n),α(n)ξ in this realization one finds that
ϕ(zt(1),α(1) . . . zt(n),α(n)) which is the coefficient of the specified vector
ξ in zt(1),α(1) . . . zt(n),α(n)ξ is indeed given by a universal polynomial in
moments of the zt’s. We leave the details of the proof to the reader,
especially since in the case |T | = 2, which does not essentially differ
from the general case, a more precise result is established in detail in
Lemma 5.2. This shows the “only if” part.
On the other hand that the condition is sufficient for bi-freeness,
follows immediately since bi-freeness by definition means the joint dis-
tribution of (zt)t∈T is equal to a certain distribution completely de-
termined by the distributions of the individual zt’s, so it is the one
computed using the polynomials Pα,t. 
3. Bi-freeness in C∗-probability Spaces
3.1. After introducing bi-freeness in the purely algebraic framework
of the preceding section, we pass now to C∗-algebras, where there is
positivity and where bi-freeness is also one of the natural probabilis-
tic independence notions. If (A, ϕ) is a C∗-probability space, that is,
A is a unital C∗-algebra and ϕ is a state, a family of pairs of faces
((Bk, βk)(Ck, γk))k∈K is a family of pairs of C
∗-faces if Bk, Ck are C
∗-
algebras and βk, γk are unital ∗-homomorphism. Similarly we have
corresponding W ∗-notions, where (A, ϕ) is aW ∗-probability space, the
Bk, Ck are W
∗-algebras and the unital ∗-homomorphisms βk, γk are ul-
traweakly continuous. If π is a family of pairs of C∗-faces in a C∗-
probability space then the distribution µπ extends by continuity to the
full free-C∗-algebra product and is a state on this C∗-algebra. Also
in the C∗-algebra setting the two-faced families of non-commutative
random variables often have specifications that some of variables be
hermitian, unitary, etc.
3.2. If π = ((Bk, βk), (Ck, γi))k∈K is a family of pairs of C
∗-faces in a
C∗-probability space (A, ϕ), then the free product of vector spaces with
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specified state-vector which are used in the bi-freeness condition, can be
chosen to be a free product of Hilbert spaces with specified unit vector.
More precisely, ϕ ◦ βk and ϕ ◦ γk are states on Bk and Ck and therefore
(ϕ◦βk)∗(ϕ◦γk) = ψk is a state o the full free product C
∗-algebra Bk∗Ck
(with amalgamation over C1). The GNS-construction applied to Bk∗Ck
and ψk gives rise to a ∗-representation of Bk ∗Ck on a Hilbert space Hk
with specified unit vector ξk, the restrictions of which to Bk and Ck give
rise to ∗-representations lk, rk of these algebras on Hk. Since λk and ρk
in the context of (H, ξ) = ∗
k∈K
(Hk, ξk) are ∗-representations, we have
∗-representations λk ◦ lk, ρk ◦ rk of Bk and Ck on (H, ξ). It follows that
the joint distribution µπ is the pull-back of the vector state 〈·ξ, ξ〉 via a
∗-representation of ∗
k∈K
(Bk ∗Ck) on H. This shows that the distribution
µπ is a state on the C
∗-algebra ∗
k∈K
(Bk ∗Ck) (here the free products are
full free products of unital C∗-algebras). Thus in the C∗-context the
bi-free product of distributions ∗∗
k∈K
µk extends by continuity to a state
on the C∗-algebra free product. This is the same as saying that if µk are
states of Bk∗Ck there is an unique bi-free product state µ on ∗
k∈K
(Bk∗Ck)
so that the family ((Bk, Ck))k∈K is bi-free. The bi-free product state will
also be denoted by ∗∗
k∈K
µk, like its algebraic relative.
3.3. Proposition. a) If the family of two-faced pairs of algebras
((Bk, Ck))k∈K in the Banach probability space (A, ϕ) is bi-free then the
family of norm-closures ((Bk, Ck))k∈k is bi-free in (A, ϕ).
b) If the family of two-faced pairs of ∗-subalgebras ((Bk, Ck))k∈K in
the C∗-probability space (A, ϕ) is bi-free, then the family of pairs of
C∗-algebras ((Bk, Ck))k∈K is bi-free.
c) If the family of two-faced pairs of ∗-subalgebras ((Bk, Ck))k∈K is
bi-free in the W ∗-probability space (A, ϕ) is bi-free, the family of pairs
((B
w
k , C
w
k ))k∈K is also bi-free in (A, ϕ).
Like for freeness, bi-freeness reduces to the bi-freeness of families of
left and right variables in the algebras and this amounts to polynomial
relations among moments (Proposition 2.18). The polynomial relations
among moments are conserved when taking norm-limits of the variables
and also when taking ∗-ultrastrong limits of bounded nets after using
the Kaplansky density theorem for c).
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4. Bi-free Convolutions
4.1. Definition. If the pair of two-faced families of non-commutative
random variables (bˆ, cˆ) = ((bi)i∈I , (cj)j∈J , (dˆ, eˆ) = ((di)i∈I , (ej)j∈J) is
bi-free in (A, ϕ) then their joint distribution being completely deter-
mined by the distributions µbˆ,cˆ and µdˆ,eˆ, in particular the distributions
µbˆ+dˆ,cˆ+eˆ, µbˆdˆ,cˆeˆ of ((bi + di)i∈I , (cj + ej)j∈J) and ((bidi)i∈I , (cjej)j∈J) are
completely determined by µbˆ,cˆ, µdˆ,eˆ. This defines additive and multi-
plicative bi-free convolution operations ⊞⊞ and ⊠⊠ on distributions
of two-faced families of non-commutative random variables with pair
of index sets (I, J) so that
µbˆ+dˆ,cˆ+eˆ = µbˆ,cˆ ⊞⊞µdˆ,eˆ
µbˆdˆ+cˆeˆU = µbˆ,cˆ ⊠⊠µdˆ,eˆ.
4.2. Remark. If (A, ϕ) is a C∗-probability space and if the bi, cj, di, ej,
i ∈ I, j ∈ J are self-adjoint then also bi+di, cj+ ej are self-adjoint and
the joint distribution µbˆ+dˆ,cˆ+eˆ is a state of the unital ∗-algebra C〈Xi, Yj |
i ∈ I, j ∈ J〉 endowed with the involution given by Xi = X
∗
i , Yj = Y
∗
j ,
for which boundedness conditions for the variables µbˆ+dˆ,cˆ+eˆ(P
∗X2i P) ≤
Ciµbˆ+dˆ,cˆ+eˆ(P
∗P), µbˆ+dˆ,cˆ+eˆ(P
∗Y 2j P) ≤ Cjµbˆ+dˆ,cˆ+eˆ(P
∗P) hold for all P ∈
C〈Xi, Yj | i ∈ I, j ∈ J〉. Thus if µ and ν are states of C〈Xi, Yj |
i ∈ I, j ∈ J〉 endowed with this involution and for which boundedness
conditions for the variables are satisfied, then µ ⊞ ⊞ν is such a state,
that is, the distribution of some two-faced family ((fi))i∈I , (gj)j∈J) of
self-adjoint elements in a C∗-probability space. A convenient way to
handle such distributions, in view of the varying bounds, i.e., norms
for the elements, is to replace C〈Xi, Yj | i ∈ I, j ∈ J〉 by some pro-C∗-
algebra, like we used for free convolution in [15].
4.3. Remark. To handle operations on ∗-distributions for two-faced
families of non-self-adjoint non-commutative random variables in a C∗-
probability space, one can pass to hermitian and antihermitian parts or
proceed as follows. Instead of the two-faced family ((bi)i∈I , (cj)j∈J) we
must consider the family ((bi)i∈I
∐
(b∗i )i∈I , (cj)j∈J
∐
(c∗j)j∈J) with index
sets I
∐
I, J
∐
J . The distribution becomes a state ofC〈Xi, X∗i , Yj, Y
∗
j |
i ∈ I, j ∈ J〉 with involution defined by (Xi)
∗ = X∗i , (X
∗
i )
∗ = Xi,
(Yj)
∗ = Y ∗j , (Y
∗
j )
∗ = Yj and with appropriate boundedness conditions
for the variables. Again, a pro-C∗-algebra framework can be adapted
for this along the lines of [15].
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4.4. Remark. When dealing with multiplicative bi-free convolution of
two-faced families of unitaries the result will preserve the unitary prop-
erty. If we want to consider the ∗-distributions, then a convenient way
for such a two-faced unitary family ((ui)i∈I , (vj)j∈J) in a C
∗-probability
space is to look at the homomorphism of the full C∗-algebra of the free
group on generators indexed by I
∐
J , C∗(Z∗I
∐
J) two which it gives
rise and the ∗-distribution is a state of this C∗-algebra which identi-
fies also with a certain positive-definite function on the group. Thus
multiplicative bi-free convolution becomes an operation on states of
C ∗ (Z∗I
∐
J).
5. Bi-free Cumulants
5.1. The purpose of this section is to define and prove the existence and
uniqueness of bi-free cumulants, which linearize additive bi-free convo-
lution. It will be convenient in what follows to distinguish left and right
variables only the the index sets, not by the letters we see. Thus we
shall consider two-faced families of non-commutative random variables
((zi)i∈I , (zj)j∈J), where of course the sets I and J are presumed to be
disjoint.
5.2. Lemma. Let z′ = ((z′i)i∈I , (z
′
j)j∈J), z
′′ = ((z′′i )i∈I , (z
′′
j )j∈J) de-
note a bi-free pair of two-faced families of non-commutative random
variables in some non-commutative probability space (A, ϕ) and let
α : {1, . . . , n} → I
∐
J , ǫ : {1, . . . , n} → {′,′′ } be given. Then there is
a universal polynomial P so that
ϕ(z
ǫ(1)
α(1) . . . z
ǫ(n)
α(n))
= P(ϕ(z′α(k1) . . . a
′
α(kr)), ϕ(z
′′
α(l1)
. . . z′′α(ls)) | 1 ≤ k1 < · · · < kr ≤ n,
1 ≤ l1 < · · · < ls ≤ n, ǫ(ka) =
′, ǫ(lb) =
′′, 1 ≤ a ≤ r, 1 ≤ b ≤ s).
Moreover P has integer coefficients and if ϕ(z′α(k1) . . . z
′
α(kr)
), ϕ(z′′α(l1) . . . z
′′
α(ls)
)
are associated bidegree (r, 0) and (0, s) respectively, then P is homo-
geneous of bidegree (p, q), where p = #{1 ≤ j ≤ n | ǫ(a) =′},
q = #{1 ≤ b ≤ n | ǫ(b) =′′}.
The lemma will be a consequence of a more detailed lemma.
5.3. Lemma. Let (X ,X0, ξ) = (X
′,X ′0, ξ
′) ∗ (X ′′,X ′′0 , ξ
′′) and let ǫ :
{1, . . . , n} → {′,′′ }, µ : {1, . . . , n} → {λ, ρ}, Tk ∈ L(X
ǫ(k)), 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Further, if A ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, A 6= ∅ and δ ∈ {◦, ϕ}, letM(A, δ) be defined
as follows: if
A = {α1 < · · · < αk, ǫ(α1) = · · · = ǫ(αk) = ǫ}
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then
M(A, δ) = Tα1 . . . Tαkξ
ǫ − ϕ(Tα1 . . . Tαk)ξ
ǫ ∈ X ǫ0 when δ = 0
M(A, δ) = ϕ(Tα1 . . . Tαk) ∈ C when δ = ϕ
and otherwise M(A, δ) = 0. Then there are universal integer coef-
ficients cA1,...,Ak,δ1,...,δk , where (A1, . . . , Ak) is an ordered partition of
{1, . . . , n} into non-empty subsets, {δ1, . . . , δk} ∈ {
◦, ϕ}k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
so that
µ(1)ǫ(1)(T1) . . . µ(n)ǫ(n)(Tn)ξ
=
∑
cA1,...,Ak,δ1,...,δkM(A1, δ1)⊗ · · · ⊗M(Ak, δk)
with the convention that the ⊗ sign is also used for multiplication with
scalars or of scalars.
Proof of Lemma 5.3. The lemma is proved by induction over n.
The induction step from n to n + 1 is then a straightforward case-
by-case application of the formulae in 1.9 depending on whether in
µ(1)ǫ(1)(T1) . . . µ(n + 1)ǫ(n+1)(Tn+1)ξ we have µ(1) = λ or µ(1) = ρ.
Next is in more detail.
The assumption that the Lemma holds for n applied to {2, . . . , n+
1} instead of {1, . . . , n} gives
µ(2)ǫ(2)(T2) . . . µ(n+ 1)ǫ(n+1)(Tn+1)ξ
=
∑
cA1,...,Ak,δ1,...,δkM(A1, δ1)⊗ · · · ⊗M(Ak, δk)
where (A1, . . . , Ak) is now a partition of {2, . . . , n + 1}. We will show
that µ(1)ǫ(1)(T1)M(A1, δ1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ M(Ak, δk) is of the desired form,
which will prove the induction step.
Case 1. µ(1) = λ. If δ1 = · · · = δk = ϕ all the M ’s are scalars and
this reduces to
λǫ(1)(T1)ξ = (T1 − ϕǫ(1)(T1)I)ξ1 + ϕǫ(1)(T1)ξ = M({1},
◦) +M({1}, ϕ).
In this case the partition of {1, . . . , n+ 1} is {1}
∐
A1
∐
· · ·
∐
Ak.
If not all δj = ϕ, assume p is the smallest index so that δp =
◦. We
have
λǫ(1)(T1)M(A1, δ1)⊗ · · · ⊗M(Ak, ϕ)
= M(A1, ϕ)⊗ · · · ⊗M(Ap−1, ϕ)⊗ (λǫ(1)(T1)M(Ap,
◦))
⊗M(Ap+1, δp+1)⊗ · · · ⊗M(An+1, δn+1).
If ǫ(1) 6= ǫ(p) we have
λǫ(1)(T1)M(Ap,
◦) = M({1}, ◦)⊗M(Ap,
◦) +M({1}, ϕ)⊗M(Ap,
◦).
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If ǫ(1) = ǫ(p) on the other hand
λǫ(1)(T1)M(Ap,
◦) = T1(Tα1 . . . Tαl − ϕ(Tα1 . . . Tαl)I)ξ
= (T1Tα1 . . . Tαl − ϕ(T1Tα1 . . . Tαl)I)ξ
+ ϕ(T1Tα1 . . . Tα1)ξ + ϕ(Tα1 . . . Tαl)(T1 − ϕ(T1)I)ξ
+ ϕ(T1)ϕ(Tα1 . . . Tαl)
= M({1} ∪ Ap,
◦) +M({1} ∪ Ap, ϕ)
+M({1}, ◦)⊗M(Ap, ϕ) +M({1}, ϕ)⊗M(Ap, ϕ),
which concludes the proof of this case, remarking that the partitions
which appear are {1}
∐
A1
∐
· · ·
∐
Ak andA1
∐
· · ·
∐
({1}∪Ap)
∐
· · ·
∐
Ak.
Case 2. µ(1) = ρ. Again, if δ1 = · · · = δk = ϕ this reduces to
ρǫ(1)(T1)ξ =M({1},
◦) +M({1}, ϕ).
If not all δj = ϕ, we must now look at the largest index p so that
δp =
◦. We have:
ρǫ(1)(T1)M(A1, δ1)⊗ · · · ⊗M(Ak, ϕ)
=M(A1, δ1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (ρǫ(1)(T1)M(Ap,
◦)⊗ · · · ⊗M(An+1, ϕ).
If ǫ(1) 6= ǫ(p) we have
ρǫ(1)(T1)M(Ap,
◦) =M(Ap,
◦)⊗M({1}, ◦) +M(Ap,
◦)⊗M({1}, ϕ).
If ǫ(1) = ǫ(p) we get
ρǫ(1)(T1)M(Ap,
◦) =M({1} ∪Ap,
◦) +M({1} ∪ Ap, ϕ)
+M({1}, ◦)⊗M(Ap, ϕ) +M({1}, ϕ)⊗M(Ap, ϕ)
which concludes the proof. (Remark that also here we get T1Tα1 . . . Tαl ,
only the index p is the right-most.) 
5.4. Proof of Lemma 5.2. In view of Proposition 2.9 it suffices
to prove the lemma when z′i = λ, (Ti), z
′
j = ρ, (Tj), z
′′
i = λ, , (Ti),
z′′j = λ, , (Tj) for some Ti, Tj. Then ϕ(z
ǫ(1)
α(1) . . . z
ǫ(n)
α(n)) amounts to taking
in the sum appearing in the formula for µ(1)δ(1)(T1) . . . µ(n)ǫ(n)(Tn) in
Lemma 5.3 only the terms with δ1 = · · · = δk = ϕ. 
5.5. Remark. In view of Lemma 5.3 the statement of Lemma 5.2 can
be made more precise than just saying that P is homogeneous of bi-
degree (p, q). Indeed, the products of moments ϕ(z′α(k1) . . . z
′
α(kr)
) and
ϕ(z′′α(l1) . . . z
′′
α(ls)
), in view of Lemma 5.3, are restricted to those which
correspond to an ordered partition (A1, . . . , Ak) of {1, . . . , n}.
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5.6. Proposition. Let z′ = ((z′i)i∈I , (z
′
j)j∈J), z
′′ = ((z′′i )i∈I , (z
′′
j )j∈J)
denote a bi-free pair of two-faced families of non-commutative random
variables in a non-commutative probability space (A, ϕ) and let α :
{1, . . . , n} → I
∐
J be given. Then there is a universal polynomial Q˜
so that
ϕ((z′α(1) + z
′′
α(1)) . . . (z
′
α(n) + z
′′
α(n))) = ϕ(z
′
α(1) . . . z
′
α(n)) + ϕ(z
′′
α(1) . . . z
′′
α(n))
+ Q˜(ϕ(z′α(k1) . . . z
′
α(kn)),
ϕ(z′′α(k1) . . . z
′′
α(kr)) | 1 ≤ k1 < · · · < kr ≤ n, 1 ≤ r ≤ n− 1).
More precisely Q˜ is a linear combination with integer coefficients of
products
m∏
h=1
ϕ(z
ǫ(h)
α(k1,h)
. . . z
ǫ(h)
α(kr(h),h)
)
where m ≥ 2, the sets {k1,h < · · · < kr(h),h} with h = 1, . . . , m form a
partition of {1, . . . , n} and ǫ : {1, . . . , m} → {′,′′ }.
Proof. Expanding, we have
ϕ((z′α(1) + z
′′
α(1)) . . . (z
′
α(n) + z
′′
α(n))) =
∑
ǫ∈{′,′′}n
ϕ(z
ǫ(1)
α(1) . . . z
ǫ(n)
α(n)).
The terms covered by Q˜ are those for which ǫ is not constant. Applying
to each ϕ(z
ǫ(1)
α(1) . . . z
ǫ(n)
α(n)) Lemma 5.2 and Remark 5.5 the proposition
follows. The fact that m ≥ 2 is a consequence of the ǫ : {1, . . . , n} →
{′,′′ } not being constant. 
5.7. Having proved Proposition 5.6 it is now a standard application of
Lie theory, like in [12], to derive an existence theorem for cumulants.
Theorem. For each map α : {1, . . . , n} → I
∐
J and K ⊂ {1, . . . , n}
let αK = α◦bK where bK : {1, . . . , |K|} → K is the increasing bijection.
Then there is a universal polynomial
Rα(XαK | ∅ 6= K ⊂ {1, . . . , n})
= Xα{1,...,n} + R˜α(XαK | ∅ 6= K $ {1, . . . , n})
which is homogeneous of degree n when XαK is given degree |K| and
which has the cumulant property: if z′ = ((z′i)i∈I , (z
′
j)j∈J), z
′′ = ((z′′i )i∈I , (z
′′
j )j∈J)
is a bi-free pair of two-faced families of non-commutative random vari-
ables in (A, ϕ) and z′ + z′′ = ((z′i + z
′′
i )i∈I , (z
′
j + z
′′
j )j∈J) then if K =
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{k1 < · · · < kr} ⊂ {1, . . . , n} and M
′
αK = ϕ(z
′
α(k1)
. . . z′α(kr)), M
′′
αK =
ϕ(z′′α(k1) . . . z
′′
α(kr)
), M ′′′αK = ϕ((z
′
α(k1)
+z′′α(k1)) . . . (z
′
α(kr)
+z′′α(kr))) we have
Rα(M
′
αK | ∅ 6= K ⊂ {1, . . . , n}) +Rα(M
′′
αK | ∅ 6= K ⊂ {1, . . . , n})
= Rα(M
′′′
αK | ∅ 6= K ⊂ {1, . . . , n}).
The polynomial Rα of the above form satisfying the homogeneity
requirement and the cumulant additivity property is unique.
Proof. Let Π′n be set of non-empty subsets of {1, . . . , n}. We use
Lemma 5.6 to turn CαΠ
′
n into a commutative algebraic group. Indeed,
applying the lemma to α and to α|K where K ∈ Π
′
n, we have that there
are polynomials
QαK(XαL, YαL | αL ∈ αΠ
′
n, L ⊂ K)
= XαK + YαK + Q˜αK(XαL, YαL)L ∈ Π
′
n, L $ K)
so that if for K = {k1 < · · · < kr} ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, M
′
αK ,M
′′
αK ,M
′′′
αK
denote the moments of z′, z′′, z′ + z′′ corresponding to α|K we have
M ′′′αK = QαK(M
′
αL,M
′′
αL | αL ∈ αΠ
′
n, L ⊂ K}.
Let ⊞⊞n denote the operation on CαΠ
′
n defined by
(ξαK | αK ∈ αΠ
′
n)⊞⊞n(ηαK | αK ∈ αΠ
′
n) = (ζαK | αK ∈ αΠ
′
n)
where ζαK = QαK(ξαL, ηαL | αL ∈ αΠ
′
n, L ⊂ K). Since any system of
complex numbers (ξαK | αK ∈ αΠ
′
n) are the corresponding moments
for some two-faced family, we infer that ⊞⊞n is commutative, associate
and that 0 is a neutral element. On the other hand the “triangular”
feature of the algebraic law defining ⊞⊞n shows the existence of inverses
for the operation (the coordinates ηαK of the inverse of (ξαK)αKinαΠ′n if
determined for |K| < are then given for |K| = m by
ηαK = −ξαK − Q˜αK(ξαL, ηαL | αL ∈ αΠ
′
n, L $ K)
with the observation that |L| < m). The exponential map exp :
CαΠ
′
n → CαΠ
′
n (the first CαΠ
′
n is the Lie algebra and the second is
the group) one easily gets that
exp(ξαK | αK ∈ αΠ
′
n) = (EαK(ξαL | αL ∈ αΠ
′
n, αL ⊂ αK) | αK ∈ αΠ
′
n)
where if H ⊂ K
∂EαK
∂ξαH
=
∂QαK
∂ξαH
(0, EαL | αL ∈ αΠ
′
n, L ⊂ K)
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and EαK(0) = 0 Since
∂QαK
∂ξαK
= 1 one easily gets recurrently that EαK
is a polynomial in the ξαL, ∅ 6= L ⊂ K and
EαK(ξαL | αL ∈ αΠ
′
n, L ⊂ K) = ξαK + E˜αK(ξαL | αL ∈ αΠ
′
n, L $ K).
Moreover one checks recurrently that EαK is homogeneous of degree
|K| when ξαL is assigned degree |L|. Since the exponential E has the
homomorphism property
(EαK(ξαL | αL ∈ αΠ
′
n, L ⊂ K))⊞⊞n(EαK(ηαL | αL ∈ αΠ
′
n, L ⊂ K))
= EαK(ξαL + ηαL | αL ∈ αΠ
′
n, L ⊂ K)
and EαK = ξαK + E˜αK implies that E is a bijection, there is an in-
verse (RαK)αK∈αΠ′n which is an homomorphism of (C
αΠ′n ,⊞⊞n) and
(CαΠ
′
n),+) and has the properties that RαK is homogeneous of degree
|K|, depends only on variables ξαL with L ⊂ K and ξαK has coefficient
1 in RαK . Clearly taking Rα = Rα{1,...,n} we get the polynomial with
the desired properties.
Finally, the uniqueness of Rα can be seen as follows.
Since Rα is a differentiable homomorphism of (CαΠ
′
n ,⊞⊞n) into
(C,+) it is completely determined by its differential at the neutral
element, which is (ξαK)αK∈αΠ′n → ξα{1,...,n} since R˜α has differential
equal to 0 at the origin, because of the homogeneity requirement, which
implies there are no linear terms in the ξαK ’s in R˜α. 
5.8. Definition and Remark. The polynomials Rα will be called
bi-free cumulants. In case of a two-faced family z = ((zi)i∈I , (zj)j∈J) in
(A, ϕ) the bi-free cumulants of z are the numbers Rα(ϕ(zα(k1) . . . zα(kr)) |
{k1 < · · · < kr} ⊂ {1, . . . , n}). It will be often convenient to use var-
ious notations for these cumulants. If z, α are given and α(k) = ak
and µz is the distribution of z, we shall write for the corresponding
bi-free cumulant Ra1,...,an(µ2), Ra1...an(z), Rα(µz), Rα(z) or simply Rα
or Ra1...an when it is clear to what two-faced distribution we refer.
Let us also record a further basic property of cumulants.
5.9. Proposition. For each map α : {1, . . . , n} → I
∐
J there is a
universal polynomial
Mα(XαK | ∅ 6= K ⊂ {1, . . . , n}) = Xα{1,...,n}
+ M˜α(XαK | ∅ 6= K $ {1, . . . , n})
which is homogeneous of degree n when XαK is assigned degree (K)
and such that
Mα(R
(z)
αK | ∅ 6= K ⊂ {1, . . . , n}) = ϕ(zα(1) . . . zα(n))
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if z = ((zi)i∈I , (zj)j∈J) is a two-faced family in (A, ϕ).
Proof. This is simply that the passage from moments has the “tri-
angular” form which guarantees that it has an inverse of the same
kind. 
5.10. Remark. If α : {1, . . . , n} → I
∐
J is such that α({1, . . . , n}) ⊂
I or α({1, . . . , n}) ⊂ J then the bi-free cumulant Rα(z) reduces to a
free cumulant of (zi)i∈I or respectively of (zj)j∈J . Indeed, for left or
right variables bi-freeness and freeness are the same requirement and
therefore in this case the uniqueness conditions for the free and bi-free
cumulant are the same (Theorem 5.7 and [9], [10], [12]).
6. Examples
6.1. Left and right regular representations of a free product of groups
combined. Let (G)i∈I be a family of discrete groups, let G = ∗
i∈I
Gi
be their free product and let (C[Gi], τi), (C[G], τ) be the group alge-
bras with their von Neumann traces. Let further ϕ : L(C[G]) → C
be the functional ϕ(T ) = τ(Tδe), where (δg)g∈G is the canonical basis
of C[G] and let LC[G] → L(C[G]) and R : C[G]op → L(C[G]) be the
homomorphisms corresponding to the left and right regular represen-
tations, that is L(δh)δg = δhg, R(δh)δg = δgh. Viewing Gi as a group
of G, let L˜i = L | C[Gi], R˜i = R | C[Gi]op. The family of pairs of
faces ((C[Gi], L˜i), (C[Gi]op, R˜i))i∈I is bi-free in (L(C[G]), ϕ). To see
this, recall the identification of (C[G], ker τ, δe) with ∗
i∈I
(C[Gi], ker τ, δe)
which sends δg, g ∈ G\{e} to δg1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ δgn ∈ ker τi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ker τin
when g = g1 . . . gn, gk ∈ Gik\{e}, i1 6= i2 6= · · · 6= in is the reduced
word for g. The maps Vi and Wi correspond essentially to the obvious
identifications
C[G] ≃ C[Gi]⊗ C[Gi\G] ≃ C[G/Gi]⊗ C[Gi].
If Li, Ri are the left and right regular representation homomorphisms
of C[Gi] and C[Gi]op into L(C[Gi]), then clearly if h ∈ Gi we have
λi(Li(δh)) = L˜i(δh) = L(δh) and ρi(Ri(δh)) = R˜i(δh) = R(δh) and the
expectation functional ϕ is precisely the functional corresponding to
the free product of vector spaces with specified state vector structure
of (C[G], ker τ, δe), which proves the bi-freeness.
This example has clearly a Hilbertian version, which is generalized
by the next example.
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6.2. The standard form of a free product of von Neumann algebras
with faithful normal trace-state. Let (Mi, τi), i ∈ I be von Neumann
algebras with faithful normal trace state and consider their W ∗-free
product (M, τ) = ∗
i∈I
(Mi, τi). On B(L
2(M, τ)) we denote by ϕ the
state ϕ(T ) = 〈T1, 1〉 and by L : M → B(L2(M, τ)), R : Mop →
B(L2(M, τ)) the left and right regular representations L(m)h = mh,
R(m)h = hm, h ∈ L2(M, τ). Viewing Mi,M
op
i as subalgebras of
M,Mop let L˜i = L|Mi : Mi → B(L
2(M, τ)), R˜i = R|Mop
i
: Mopi →
B(L2(M, τ)) and consider also Li : Mi → B(L
2(Mi, τi)), Ri : M
op
i →
B(L2(Mi, τi)) the left and right regular representations which are the
restrictions of L˜i and R˜i to L
2(Mi, τi). The family of pairs of faces
((Mi, L˜i), (M
op
i , R˜i))i∈I in (B(L
2(M, τ)), ϕ) is bi-free. This is easily
seen noticing that (L2(M, τ), 1) = ∗
i∈I
(L2(Mi, τi), 1) and λi(Li(m)) =
L˜i(m), ρi(Ri(m)) = R˜i(m) if m ∈Mi.
6.3. Left and right creation and annihilation operators on the full Fock
space combined. Let H be a complex Hilbert space with orthonormal
basis (ei)i∈I and let T (H) = C1 ⊕
⊕
n≥1
H⊗n be the full Fock space on
which left and right creation operators liζ = ei ⊗ ζ , riζ = ζ ⊗ ei if
ζ ∈
⊕
n≥1
H⊗n and li1 = ri1 = ei. Their adjoints are the annihilation op-
erators l∗i , r
∗
i . Then the family of two-faced families ((li, l
∗
i ), (ri, r
∗
i ))i∈I
is bi-free on (B(T (H)), ωH) where ωH(·) = 〈·1, 1〉. Indeed, this follows
from the natural identification (T (H), 1) = ∗
i∈I
(T (Cei), 1) under which
λi(li | T (Cei)) = lc, λi(l∗i | T (Cei)) = l
∗
i , ρi(ri | T (Cei)) = ri, ρi(r
∗
i |
T (Cei)) = r∗. Using 2.12 and Proposition 2.13 we can give a general-
ization of the previous bi-freeness fact. Assume H =
⊕
k∈K
Hk and con-
sider creation and annihilation operators l(h)ζ = h⊗ ζ , r(h)ζ = ζ ⊗ h,
l(h)1 = r(h)1 = h and l∗(h) = l(h)∗, r∗(h) = r(h)∗. Then the family of
pairs of faces (C∗(l(Hk)), C
∗(r(Hk)))k∈K is bi-free in (B(T (H)), ωH).
Indeed, we can find an orthonormal basis (ei)i∈I in H for which there is
a partition I =
∐
k∈K
Ik so that (ei)i∈Ik is an orthonormal basis ofHk. Us-
ing 2.12 and Proposition 2.13 together with preservation of bi-freeness
under norm-closure we get the desired bi-freeness fact.
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7. The Algebraic Bi-free Central Limit Distributions and
Theorem
7.1. At this stage, like in our first free probability paper [12], having
proved an existence theorem for cumulants and having enough exam-
ples of distributions which can be central limit distributions, we can
prove an algebraic bi-free central limit theorem for the convergence of
moments for two-faced families of non-commutative random variables.
The first step will be to identify the bi-free cumulants of degree 1 and
2 and to present the candidates for central limit distributions.
7.2. Lemma. If z = ((zi)i∈I , (zj)j∈J) is a two-faced family of non-
commutative random variables in (A, ϕ) and a, b ∈ I
∐
J the bi-free
cumulants of degree ≤ 2 are given by the formulae
Ra(µz) = ϕ(za),
Rab(µz) = ϕ(zazb)− ϕ(za)ϕ(zb).
Proof. In view of the uniqueness of the cumulant polynomials defined
in Theorem 5.7 we see that the polynomials in the statement of the
Lemma have the appropriate form and homogeneity properties, so the
proof reduces to checking that they satisfy the addition property of
cumulants. Thus consider zǫ = ((zǫi )i∈I , (z
ǫ
j)j∈J), ǫ ∈ {
′,′′ } a bi-free in
(A, ϕ). For degree 1, ϕ((z′ + z′′)a) = ϕ(z
′
a) + ϕ(z
′′
a) obviously. For the
degree 2 formulae, remark first that if both a, b ∈ I or if both a, b ∈ J ,
then bi-freeness reduces to freeness of this pair of indices and the bi-free
cumulants Rab must be free cumulants and these are known formulae.
Thus, we are left with the mixed cases a ∈ I, b ∈ J and a ∈ J , b ∈ I. To
simplify matters remark that ϕ((za+ca1)(zv+cb1))−ϕ(za+ca1)ϕ(zb+
cb1) = ϕ(zazb) − ϕ(za)ϕ(zb) and that it suffices to check the addition
property in case ϕ(z′a) = ϕ(z
′
b) = ϕ(z
′′
a) = ϕ(z
′′
b ) = 0. We must then
show that
0 = ϕ((z′a + z
′′
a)(z
′
b + z
′′
b ))− ϕ(z
′
az
′
b)− ϕ(z
′′
az
′′
b )
= ϕ(z′az
′′
b ) + ϕ(z
′′
az
′
b).
Thus it suffices to show that ϕ(z′az
′′
b ) = ϕ(z
′′
az
′
b) = 0 under these as-
sumptions. In view of the definition of bi-freeness this reduces to
statements about certain left and right operators on free products
of vector spaces with specified state vectors. Thus, let (X ǫ,X ǫ0 , ξ
ǫ),
ǫ ∈ {′,′′ } be vector spaces with specified state vectors and (X ,X0, ξ) =
(X ′,X ′0, ξ
′)∗(X ′′,X ′′0 , ξ
′′). Let further T ǫa , T
ǫ
b ∈ L(X
ǫ), ϕǫa = ϕǫ(T
ǫ
b ) = 0,
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that is T ǫaξ
ǫ ∈ X ǫ0 , T
ǫ
b ξ
ǫ ∈ X ǫ0 . We must show that
ϕ(λ, (T ′a)ρ, , (T
′′
b )) = ϕ(ρ, , (T
′′
b )λ, (T
′
a))
= ϕ(λ, , (T ′′a )ρ, (T
′
b)
= ϕ(ρ, (T ′b)λ, , (T
′′
a )) = 0
which is clearly so since
λ, (T ′a)ρ, , (T
′′
b )ξ = ρ, , (T
′′
a )λ, (T
′
a)ξ
= T ′aξ
′ ⊗ T ′′b ξ
′′ ∈ X ′0 ⊗ X
′′
0
λ, , (T ′′a )ρ, (T
′
b)ξ = ρ, (T
′
b)λ, , (T
′′
a )ξ
= T ′′a ξ
′′ ⊗ T ′bξ
′ ∈ X ′′0 ⊗X
′
0.

7.3. Definition. A two-faced family z = ((zi)i∈I , (zj)j∈J) in (A, ϕ)
has a bi-free central limit distribution (or centered bi-free Gaussian dis-
tribution) if its cumulants satisfy Ra1...ak(µz) = 0 if k ≥ 3 or k = 1.
7.4. Theorem. There is exactly one bi-free central limit distribution
γC : C〈Zk | k ∈ I
∐
J〉 → C for a given matrix C = (Ckl)k,l∈I∐J with
complex entries so that
γC(ZkZl) = Ckl, k, l ∈ I
∐
J.
If h, h∗ : I
∐
J → H are maps into the Hilbert space H and with the
notation of 6.3 we define
zi = l(h(i)) + l
∗(h∗(i)) if i ∈ I,
zj = r(h(j)) + r
∗(h∗(j)) if j ∈ J ,
then z = ((zi)i∈I , (zj)j∈J) has a bi-free central limit distribution γC
where Ckl = 〈h(l), h
∗(l)〉. Every bi-free central limit distribution in
case I, J are finite, can be obtained in this way.
Proof. Since a distribution is determined by its cumulants, a central
limit distribution is completely determined by its second order mo-
ments in view of the formulae in Lemma 7.2. Also because any set of
cumulants is the set of cumulants of the algebraic distribution of some
bi-free family we get all central limit distributions in this way.
For the remaining part of the theorem remark that zl1 = h(l) and
z∗k1 = h
∗(k) so that
〈zkzl1, 1〉 = 〈zl1, z
∗
k1〉 = 〈h(l), h
∗(k)〉.
Also clearly 〈zk1, 1〉 = 0. Hence to show that z has distribution γC
it will suffice to show that Ra1...ak(µz) = 0 when k ≥ 3. This follows
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from the usual considerations based on homogeneity. In H ⊕ H let
h′(k) = h(k)⊕0, h′′(k) = 0⊕h(k), h∗′(k) = h∗(k)⊕0, h∗′′(k) = 0⊕h∗(k)
and define z′, z′′ using the h′, h∗′ and respectively h′′, h∗′′ instead of
h, h∗ vectors. Then z′, z′′ are bi-free and 2−1/2(z′ + z′′) has the same
distribution like z since the map H ∋ h → 2−1/2(h ⊕ h) ∈ H ⊕ H
is isometric. This then gives Ra1...ak(z) = Ra1...ak(2
−1/2(z′ + z′′)) =
2−k/2(Ra1...ak(z
′)) + 2−k/2Ra1...ak(z
′′) = 21−k/2Ra1...ak(z). Since 2
1−k/2 6=
1 if k 6= 2, we get Ra1...ak(z) = 0 if k 6= 2. 
7.5. Definition. A ∗-distribution
ϕ : C〈Zk, Z∗k | k ∈ I
∐
J〉 → C
is a bi-free central limit ∗-distribution, if it is a bi-free central limit dis-
tribution for ((Zi, Z
∗
i )i∈I , (Zj, Z
∗
j )j∈J) and satisfies the positivity con-
dition ϕ(P ∗P ) ≥ 0 for P ∈ C〈Zk, Z∗k | k ∈ I
∐
J〉.
7.6. Theorem. A bi-free central limit distribution
ϕ : C〈Zk, Z∗k | k ∈ I
∐
J〉 → C
is a bi-free central limit ∗-distribution iff the matrix of second order
moments
C =
(
(ϕ(Z∗kZl))k,l∈K (ϕ(ZkZl))k,l∈K
(ϕ(Z∗kZ
∗
l ))k,l∈K (ϕ(ZkZ
∗
l ))k,l∈K
)
where K = I
∐
J is ≥ 0.
If K = I
∐
J is finite and h(k), h∗(l) ∈ H are vectors in the Hilbert
space H such that
C =
(
(〈h(l), h(k)〉)k,l∈K (〈h(l), h
∗(k)〉)k,l∈K
(〈h∗(l), h(k)〉)k,l∈K (〈h
∗(l), h∗(k)〉)k,l∈K
)
then the ∗-distribution with respect to the vacuum vector 1 ∈ T (H) of
the two-faced family z = ((zi)i∈I , (zj)j∈J), where zk = l(h(i))+l
∗(h∗(i)),
i ∈ I, zj = r(h(j)) + r
∗(h∗(j)), j ∈ J is precisely the bi-free central
limit ∗-distribution with second order moments matrix C.
Proof. It is easily observed that it suffices to prove the assertions
under the assumption that K = I
∐
J is finite. Clearly if ϕ is positive
C ≥ 0. In view of the uniqueness of a bi-free central limit distri-
bution with given second order moments (Theorem 7.5), that C ≥ 0
implies ϕ ≥ 0 will follow from the second assertion about ϕ being
the ∗-distribution of Hilbert space operators. Remark that for ev-
ery positive matrix C there are vectors h(k), h∗(k) ∈ H so that it is
a matrix of scalar products as above. Further, the two-faced family
(z, z∗) = ((zi, z
∗
i )i∈I , (zj , z
∗
j )j∈J) has a bi-free central limit distribution
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by Theorem 7.4. Indeed, if h(k), h∗(k), k ∈ K yield the given matrix
C then (z, z∗) with
zi = l(h
∗(i)) + l∗(h∗(i)),
z∗i = l(h
∗(i)) + l∗(h(i)),
zj = r(h(j)) + r
∗(h∗(j)),
z∗j = r(h
∗(j)) + r∗(h(j))
has bi-free central limit distribution and matrix C of second order
moments. 
7.7. Definition. A distribution
ϕ : C〈Xk | k ∈ I
∐
J〉 → C
is a hermitian bi-free central limit distribution (w.r.t. I left and J right
index sets) and ϕ ≥ 0 when C〈Xk | k ∈ I
∐
J〉 is endowed with the
∗-algebra structure in which Xk = X
∗
k for all k ∈ I
∐
J .
7.8. Theorem. A bi-free central limit distribution ϕ : C〈Xk | k ∈
I
∐
J〉 → C is hermitian iff the matrix of second order moments C =
(ϕ(XkXl))k,l∈I∐ J is ≥ 0.
If K = I
∐
J is finite and h(k) ∈ H are such that
C = (〈h(l), h(k)〉)h,l∈K
then the two-faced hermitian family x = ((xi)i∈I , (xj)j∈J) on (T (H), 1)
where xi = l(h(i)) + l
∗(h(i)), i ∈ I and xj = r(h(j)) + r
∗(h(j)) has
precisely the hermitian bi-free central limit distribution with second
order moments matrix C as distribution.
Proof. Like in the proof of the preceding theorem it suffices to carry
out the proof when K is finite and clearly ϕ ≥ 0 implies C ≥ 0. Again
the converse C ≥ 0 ⇒ ϕ ≥ 0 will follow from the uniqueness of γC in
Theorem 7.4 and the second assertion of the theorem which produces
a hermitian two-faced family with given matrix C. The last assertion
follows easily from Theorem 7.4 applied to vectors h(k) = h∗(k), k ∈
K. 
7.9. Theorem (Bi-free Algebraic Central Limit Theorem). Let
z(n) = ((z
(n)
i )i∈I , (z
(n)
j )j∈J), n ∈ N be a bi-free sequence of two-faced
families in (A, ϕ), such that
(i) ϕ(z
(n)
k ) = 0, k ∈ I
∐
J
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(ii) sup
n∈N
|ϕ(z
(n)
k1
. . . z
(n)
kn
)| = Dk1...km < ∞ for every k1, . . . , km ∈
I
∐
J
(iii) lim
N→∞
N−1
∑
1≤n≤N
ϕ(z
(n)
k z
(n)
l ) = Ckl for every k, l ∈ I
∐
J .
Then letting SN = ((SN,i)i∈I , (SN,j)j∈J), SN,k = N
−1/2
∑
1≤n≤N
z
(n)
k ,
k ∈ I
∐
J and letting γC be the bi-free central limit distribution in
Theorem 7.4 with C = (Ck,l)k,l∈I,J , we have
lim
N→∞
µSN (P ) = γC(P )
for every P ∈ C〈Zk | k ∈ I
∐
J〉.
Proof. Since moments are polynomials of cumulants by Proposi-
tion 5.9, also in the bi-free context it suffices to prove that
lim
N→∞
Rk1...km(µSN ) = Rk1...km(γC).
In view of the definition of γC , this means
lim
N→∞
Rkl(µSN ) = Ckl and
lim
N→∞
Rk1...km(µSN ) = 0 if m 6= 2.
In view of Lemma 7.2 and of the properties of cumulants, we have
Rk(µSN ) = ϕ(SN) = 0 and
Rk1...km(µSN ) =
∑
1≤n≤N
Rk1...km(N
−1/2µz(n))
= N−m/2
∑
1≤n≤N
Rk1...km(µz(n)).
If m = 2 we have
Rkl(µSN ) = N
−1
∑
1≤n≤N
Rkl(µz(n))
= N−1
∑
1≤n≤N
ϕ(z
(n)
k z
(n)
l )
and hence in view of (iii)
lim
N→∞
Rkl(µSN ) = Ckl.
Since the bi-free cumulants are universal polynomials in the moments
we infer from (ii) that
sup
n∈N
|Rk1...km(z
(n))| = Bk1...km <∞
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and hence if m ≥ 3
lim
N→∞
Rk1...km(µSN ) = 0.

7.10. Corollary. If in Theorem 7.9 the non-commutative probability
space (A, ϕ) is a C∗-probability space and the z(n) are hermitian, that is
z
(n)
k = z
(n)∗
k for all k ∈ I
∐
J , then the bi-free central limit distribution
γC in the theorem is a bi-free hermitian central limit distribution.
7.11. Remark. Modifying the assumptions of Theorem 7.9 to in-
volve a C∗-probability space (A, ϕ) and the ∗-distributions of the z(n)
instead of their distributions one infers from the theorem applied to
the (z(n), z(n)∗) a convergence in ∗-distribution of the SN to a bi-free
central limit ∗-distribution. We leave the details as an exercise to the
reader.
8. Bi-freeness with Amalgamation Over B and B − B
Non-commutative Probability Spaces
8.1. We will sketch how to generalize the definition of bi-freeness when
C is replaced by a unital algebra B over C and we will introduce the
B − B non-commutative probability spaces, which we will use for this
instead of the usual non-commutative probability spaces over B. We
will pursue elsewhere, the generalization along these lines of other parts
of the present paper.
8.2. If X is a vector space over C, which is a B−B bimodule, we will
denote by L(X ), Ll(X ) and Lr(X ) the algebra of all operators on X
and the two subalgebras of operators which are B-linear with respect
to the left and respectively right B-module structures on B. The left
and right B-module structures on X yield a homomorphism of B⊗Bop
into L(X ) and Ll(X ),Lr(X ) are the commutants of the homomorphic
images of B ⊗ 1 and 1 ⊗ Bop. We will be interested in bi-modules
with specified “state-vector”, that is bimodules X = B ⊕
◦
X , where
◦
X
is also a bimodule. If T ∈ L(X ) we define pX (T ) (abbreviated p(T )
sometimes), the element in B so that T (1 ⊕ O) ∈ pX (T ) ⊕
◦
X . The
structure which arises on L(X ) is abstracted in the next definition.
8.3. Definition. A B − B non-commutative probability space is a
triple (A, p, ǫ) where A is a unital algebra over C, ǫ : B ⊗ B0 → A is
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a unital homomorphism so that ǫ | B ⊗ 1 and ǫ | 1 ⊗ Bop are injective
and p : A → B is a linear map so that
p(ǫ(b1 ⊗ 1)aǫ(1⊗ b2)) = b1p(a)b2
and in particular (p ◦ ǫ)(b1 ⊗ b2) = b1b2 if a ∈ A, b1, b2 ∈ B. The
commutants Al, Ar of ǫ(B ⊗ 1) and ǫ(1⊗B
op) in A, will be called the
algebras of left and right variables.
8.4. If Xi = B ⊕
◦
X i, i ∈ I are bi-modules with specified unit vectors,
their free product X = B ⊕
◦
X also denoted (X ,
◦
X ) = ∗B
i∈I
(Xi,
◦
X i) is
defined by
◦
X = ⊕
n≥1
⊕
ij∈I
ii 6=···6=in
◦
X i1 ⊗B · · · ⊗B
◦
X in .
We consider the isomorphisms of bimodules
Vi : X → Xi ⊗B (B ⊕ ⊕
n≥1
⊕
ij∈I,i 6=i1
i1 6=···6=in
◦
X i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
X in)
and
Wi : X → (B ⊕ ⊕
n≥1
⊕
ij∈I,in 6=i
i1 6=···6=in
◦
X i1 ⊗ · · · ⊗
◦
X in)⊗B Xi
and the unital homomorphisms
ρi : Ll(Xi)→ Ll(X ), λi : Lr(Xi)→ Lr(X )
defined by
ρi(T ) =W
−1
i (I ⊗ T )Wi,
λi(T ) = V
−1
i (T ⊗ I)Vi.
8.5. Definition. If (A, p, ǫ) is a B − B non-commutative probability
space, a family of pairs of B-faces, is a family (Ci, Di)i∈I of unital
subalgebras of A so that ǫ(B ⊗ 1) ⊂ Ci ⊂ Al, ǫ(1 ⊗ B) ⊂ Di ⊂ Ar if
i ∈ I.
The family of B-faces (Ci, Di)i∈I is bi-free over B if there are B−B
bimodules Xi = B ⊕
◦
X i and homomorphisms γi : Ci → Lr(Xi), δi :
Di → Ll(Xi) so that γi(ǫ(b ⊗ 1)), δi(ǫ(1 ⊗ b)) are the linear operators
of left and right multiplication by b on Xi and on (X ,
◦
X ) = ∗B
i∈I
(Xi,
◦
X i)
the following condition is satisfied:
if ck ∈ Ci(k), dk ∈ Di(k), 1 ≤ k ≤ n
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then:
pX (λi(1)(γi(1)(c1))ρi(1)(δi(1)(d1)) . . . λi(n)(γi(n)(cn))ρi(n)(δi(n)(dn)))
= p(c1d1c2d2 . . . cndn).
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